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Abstract. Transit organizations want to improve their attractiveness by reducing the impact 
of transfers on users. To do so, it is vital to have better knowledge about passengers’ 
behavior at transfer points as well as network utilization. Using smart card automated fare 
collection (SCAFC) systems is a way to get data from an entire network over a long period 
of time. However, because smart card data are made up of transactions, they endogenously 
lack transfer information. In this research, the objectives are to study both temporal transfer 
distributions and passengers’ behavior with respect to transfers. To do so, an algorithm to 
transform a transactions database into a trips database is presented. It links a series of 
transactions together and estimates the transfers’ count and location. Transfers are detected 
by analysing transactions sequences and by determining the alighting station of each metro 
transaction. The algorithm is then used over one-year of data from the Société de transport 
de Montréal (STM); it covers the 2016 and 10,965 OPUS cards. Results show that 97.15% 
of the 8,505,189 transaction records can be grouped into trips for a total of 4,696,729 trip 
records. The variation in the proportion of trips by transfer type and time of day is then 
studied, and a k-means segmentation is applied on the cards. Results suggest that 
passengers favor a metro transfer for constrained trips and direct trips otherwise. This study 
also shows six different passengers’ patterns and demonstrates that users’ behavior varies 
during the year. 
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INTRODUCTION 
With the extension of transit networks, passengers often have to transfer to reach their destination. 
However, research demonstrates that transferring is an obstacle in the use of transit [1]. Reducing 
the transfer impact is an unavoidable objective for public transportation agencies if they want to 
improve their attractiveness.  

Numerous surveys have been conducted to enumerate the attributes considered by a passenger 
when choosing his itinerary and to evaluate the influence on the transfer penalty. Another way to 
get information about transfers is to use smart card data. However, in some tap-in systems with no 
tap-out validation, there is no information about the alighting location and time. This lack of 
information creates an additional challenge for the analysis.  

In this research, we present a methodology based on smart card data to estimate the count and the 
location of each transfer type in a transit network over a long period of time. The objective is to 
obtain several characteristics on passengers’ behavior and network use regarding the type and the 
time of a transfer. This will bring a better understanding on the way people choose their route, 
including or not a transfer. To do so, we have created an algorithm to transform a transactions 
database into a trips database and we then applied a k-means method to cluster passengers based 
on their patterns. We also looked at the distributions of tranfer types during a week.  

The paper is structured as follows. The background section exposes the potentialities of smart card 
data and presents the existing studies on transfers. Then, the methodology section describes the 
data collection and explains the developed algorithm. The results section presents the experiment 
based on one-year of data from the Société de transport de Montréal (STM) and shows 
observations about transfer variability and passengers’ behavior. Finally, a conclusion is made to 
expose the prospects of the algorithm and the contributions of this research. 

BACKGROUND 

Smart Card Data Use for Public Transit Planning 
Smart card is a mid-seventies technology that is now more and more used by public transportation 
agencies to improve transaction times and to offer a better pricing system. It makes multimodal 
transportation possible because it can be used in several modes in a city and sometimes by various 
agencies [2]. When a user enters a vehicle, he validates his card on a reader. If the card contains a 
valid fare, the system records the transaction with data from the card (personal and purchase 
information) and data from the vehicle (mode, line, direction, time, location…) [3]. Smart cards 
thus provide planners with a large amount of data, with continuous, temporal and spatial 
information.  

Numerous studies now use smart card automated fare collection (SCAFC) data to better understand 
passengers' behavior and network use [3]. As an example, SCAFC can be used to classify users 
with data mining methods [4]; to identify the purpose of a trip [2]; to evaluate the use variability 
of the public transit lines [5]; to assess transit reliability [6]; to model the impact of weather on 
public transportation user behavior [7]; and others. 
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Connection Analysis  
Passengers often need to transfer when they use transit. It means that they have to change from a 
vehicle to another (sometime between two different modes) which involves walking and waiting 
[8]. However, it has been demonstrated that transferring is an obstacle in the use of public 
transportation services [1]. To reduce the transfer penalty, many researches tried to understand the 
influence of each attribute taken into consideration by a passenger when choosing an itinerary [9]. 
Several data types are useful to model trip transfers. 

Survey Data 
Surveys are used to obtain information about the attributes that influence the passengers’ choices. 
First, Iseki and Taylor [9] have shown that for transfers, three sectors of improvement exist: fares, 
operational aspects and physical attributes. Guo and Wilson [10] wanted to determine where and 
how to invest money and showed that cost comes from transfer walking distance, transfer waiting 
time and transfer environment. Some studies have listed transfer waiting and walking time, 
information availability, alternative frequencies and reliability, safety, comfort, transfer station 
furniture and design as the most important attributes [1], [11]–[14]. Another survey objective is to 
measure the value of time, because it will modify the passenger’s willingness to make a transfer 
in his transit trip. Wardman [15] demonstrated that the value of time varies depending on the user 
and the mode. Later, Iseki and Taylor [16] and Ceder and al. [17] have shown that the “out-of-
vehicle” time is more burderning than the “in-vehicle” time and that users often choose the less 
risky alternative. Moreover, a transfer is privileged provided it saves 33% of travel time or 16% of 
travel cost [17].  According to De Keizer and al. [11], the ideal transfer time is 4 minutes. Finally, 
Guo [18] have shown that a transfer is equivalent to a 10 minutes walk. 

Smart Card Data 
Survey data are limited by their low users’ coverage, their small spatial coverage and their short 
time period. SCAFC data can be a solution as they allow studying an entire network for a long 
period of time [19].  

Smart cart data are often used to model network traffic at a transfer node. Nishiuchi and al. [20] 
used the Data Envelop Analysis approach to measure the transfer stations’ efficiency. They 
showed that the performance depends on the time of the day, the location, the passengers crowd 
and the available alternatives. To go further, Sun and Schonfeld [21] took an interest in the ‘fail-
to-board’ problem. When too many passengers are using the same station to transfer from a vehicle 
to another, there is a risk that some of them miss their first available connection and must wait for 
the next one. They used this model to identify network bottlenecks.  

In the same way, SCAFC data can be used to model passengers’ behavior during the transfer. In 
2015, Sun and al. [22] tried to evaluate the impact of several attributes on a transfer walking time, 
in a tap-in tap-out network, thanks to a linear regression model. They concluded that passengers 
are faster in the morning peak due to work hours. They showed that crowding has an impact only 
if the station’s capacity is reached. In the same way, they explained that passengers adapt their 
walking speed depending on the available information. In smart card analysis, passengers are often 
considered homogeneous. To solve this problem, Li and al. [23] used smart card data to segment 
users into several groups, depending on the selected routes. They showed that the passengers' 
choices depend on timetables and time of the day. In the morning peak, users do not always take 
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the fastest itinerary but rather choose the most reliable. Conversely, in the evening peak, 
passengers are less sensitive to trip time, they choose longer itineraries to avoid transfers and to 
have better comfort. 

Trip Destination 
In most networks with SCAFC system, users only have to validate their card when boarding a bus 
or entering a metro station. It is called a tap-in system. Consequently, there is no information about 
the time and the alighting locations. Trépanier and al. [24] proposed a four-step algorithm to 
estimate the alighting time and stop from a tap-in record. It is assumed that a user’s alighting stop 
is the nearest one to the next boarding stop recorded. In the same way, the last validation of a day 
is compared with the first validation of this day. For unlinked validation in a day (when the 
alighting station can not be deduced by the algorithm), He and Trépanier [25] used regular trips 
analysis. This part is essential to model the distribution of transfers in a network using smart card 
data.  

Literature on smart card use and transfer analysis shows a lack of studies about transfer distribution 
over a year and across a network. Most studies about transit transfers are focused on one short 
period of time and often only on some stations. The aim of this paper is to propose a methodology 
based on smart card data to obtain knowledge about transfers (whatever the time of the year) over 
an entire network. 

METHODOLOGY 
After the characterization of the dataset used for this study, this section presents the model to locate 
and count the transfers between two points and the algorithm to transform a transactions database 
into a trips database. 

Data Collection 
The research is conducted in collaboration with the Société de transport de Montréal (STM), which 
is the principal transit authority in Montreal, operating both buses and subway. In 2016, STM 
operated 236 bus lines with 4,370 stops and 4 metro lines with 68 stations [26]. STM uses the 
OPUS card, introduced in 2008, as SCAFC system. This card allows access to both buses and 
metro (subway) and the system records all transactions with operational information.  

The study leans on transactions from smart cards. Transactions were selected from the thousand 
most frequent cards in addition to 9,965 randomly chosen cards with at least 50 records over the 
year for a total of 10,965 cards. Over 366 days (from January 1 to December 31, 2016), this sample 
gathers 8,505,189 transactions.  

The STM network is a tap-in system: users do not need to validate their card when alighting from 
a vehicle or a station. As a result, the only relevant information in a transaction record is the 
transaction number; day and hour; card number; card type and mode. If it is a bus, there is the line 
and the direction. If it is a metro, there is the metro station. In all the cases, there is a statement 
code. The statement code is used to link two transactions together. If a transaction code is ‘D1’ 
then it means this transaction has no link with the previous one. If a transaction code is ‘DC’ then 
it means this transaction belongs to the same trip as the previous one.  
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The statement code is defined by the STM’s business rules. It specifies that a transaction code is 
‘D1’ if it is the first card transaction in a day; if the previous transaction was more than 120 minutes 
earlier; if it is the same line than the previous transaction; or if both the transactions are in a subway 
station. In all other cases, the transaction code is ‘DC’ [27]. 

Connections' Counts and Location Estimation 
Two modes are considered in the research, bus and metro. Consequently, four types of transfer 
exist: bus to bus (BB), bus to metro (BM), metro to bus (MB) and metro to metro (MM). The 
objectives are to detect, locate and count all the transfers using the sequence of transactions made 
by a card during a day. 

A BB transfer is detected directly, because a user validates his card in each bus. This corresponds 
to two bus transactions, the second having the code ‘DC’. In this research, the location of a BB 
connection is not investigated. BM and MB transfers are easily detected too, but the location must 
be deduced. A BM transfer is located in the metro station, because the station location is known. 
But an MB transfer is not located because the alighting metro station is unknown. It is considered 
that the MB transfer location is in the metro station which is the nearest from the bus line of the 
next transaction, as found by a Geographic Information System (GIS) program. 

For each metro transaction, it is possible that there exist some MM transfers. To count and locate 
these transfers, the alighting station has to be deduced. This is made by an adaptation of the 
algorithm created by He and al. [25]. The pair of boarding and alighting stations is then compared 
with a ‘metro transfer dataset’ that indicates the number and the location of transfers that must be 
done to connect each pair of stations. In Montreal, there is a maximum of two transfers to connect 
any two metro stations. 

Figure 1 presents a series of four transactions from a card (transactions A, B, C and D) as an 
example. These four transactions illustrate all the possible connections’ types. The transaction 
successions A – B, B – C and C – D are used to find the connections. 
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Figure 1. Transfer estimation methodology 

Transactions A and B are in a bus and transaction B has a ‘DC’ statement. In this way, there is a 
BB transfer with no location. Transaction C has a ‘DC’ statement too and is in metro. So, there is 
a BM transfer and because the entry station is known, it is the transfer location. Transaction D has 
‘DC’ too and is in a bus, so there is a MB transfer. This transfer location is assumed to be the metro 
station which is the nearest from the bus line of transaction D (line Z). Last, because the metro 
alighting station is not on the same line as the boarding station, there is a MM transfer. To locate 
this transfer, the ‘metro transfer dataset’ is used. Because the transfer detection must be done for 
each transaction, this part is integrated with the transactions-to-trip algorithm, as illustrated by the 
fourth stage in Figure 2. 

Transactions-to-Trip Algorithm  
SCAFC data provides a large database filled with transactions. But because of the transfers, a 
transaction cannot always be considered as a trip: each time there is a transfer, the trip is composed 
of several transactions. The objective of the proposed algorithm is to transform the transactions 
database into a trips database. To do so, there are six necessary stages, shown schematically in 
Figure 2 and described in the following paragraphs. 
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Figure 2. Transactions-to-trip algorithm 

1. Data preparation 
Not all data can be processed. Before any operation, records with a missing or erroneous data must 
be removed. Typical cases are: 
• One or several data is absent (no identification number, etc.); 
• A card is validated on a line that does not exist (systematic error); 
• The mode and the line are discordant (ex. metro mode with a bus line number).  
During the database cleaning, cards records with only one metro transaction in a day (0.75% of 
the data) are removed because the alighting station cannot be found. After removing all the 
problematic records, data is sorted by days, cards and hours. 

2. Transactions sequence creation 
To apply the method proposed by He and al. [25], it is necessary to have, for each transaction, 
information about the previous and the following ones from the same card, the same day. To do 
so, the database is modified, and a transaction row receives the mode, the line or the station and 
the statement code from the previous and the following transactions. This methodology is inspired 
by the model of Hofmann and O’Mahony [28]. The first record of the day for a card receives a 0 
in each ‘previous’ columns because there is no previous transaction. For the last transaction of the 
day, to apply the method of He and al. [25], the program adds in each ‘following’ column 
information about the first card transaction of the day. 
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3. Transfer possibility deduction 
The algorithm processes a transaction accordingly to the possible transfer types. For the purpose 
of time resolution optimization, the program cannot try all the possibilities for each transaction. 
So, a first reading of the database is made to compare each transaction with the following one. 
During this reading, for each transaction, the algorithm only uses the current mode, the mode of 
the following transaction and the current statement code. It is then possible to bring out the 
potential transfer types. The program always considers the possibility of one MM connection when 
the transaction mode is metro. 

4. Transfers’ count and location 
Transactions presenting similar sets of possible transfer types are then grouped. As presented in 
the previous section, all the BB transfers are validated, and the BM transfers receive the metro 
boarding station as transfer location. The proximity between metro and bus is used to locate the 
MB transfer and then the model of He and al. [25] is applied to estimate the MM transfer locations. 

5. Transactions database update 
Each transaction now has the transfers’ count and location. At the end of this process, the original 
database is enriched with 8 columns:  
• BusBus: 1 if there is a BB transfer; 0 otherwise. 
• BusMetro: 1 if there is a BM transfer; 0 otherwise. 
• MetroBus: 1 if there is a MB transfer; 0 otherwise. 
• MetroMetro: the number of MM transfers; 0 ≤ MetroMetro ≤ 2. 
• BM_loc: the station code of the BM transfer location; 0 if BusMetro = 0. 
• MB_loc: the station code of the MB transfer location; 0 if MetroBus = 0. 
• MM_loc_1: the station code of the first MM transfer location; 0 if MetroMetro = 0.  
• MM_loc_2: the station code of the second MM transfer location; 0 if MetroMetro ≤ 1. 

6. Trips database creation 
The transaction database is now enriched with the transfers information. The statement code is 
used to transform the transactions database into a trips database. All the transactions that are linked 
to the same trip receive the same ‘transit ID’ that will differ from a trip to another. In this way, all 
the same trip transactions can be grouped in one record that corresponds to the trip. This transit 
record is composed of: the transit ID, the number of transactions grouped, the card ID, the date, 
the time of the first transaction, the chain of modes, the boarding stations chain and the alighting 
stations chain in the metro, the total transfers’ count, the connections’ count by type and the 
location of each transfer. Because the transit ID is retained in both the transactions database and 
the trips database, all the transactions of a trip can easily be found.   
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RESULTS  

General Characteristics 
The transactions-to-trip algorithm is applied on 10,965 OPUS cards from the STM during the 366 
days of 2016. This database contains 8,505,189 transactions. After wrong data removal, the 
algorithm can be used on 97.15% of the original database, being 8,262,842 transactions.  

With the transformation of each transactions series into a trip, a database with 4,696,729 transit 
trip records is finally obtained. There is an average of 1.19 trips per card per day. The trips database 
shows an average of 1.09 transfers per trip. Moreover, 67.80% of all trips have at least one transfer. 

Temporal Analysis 
Figure 3 presents the proportion of trips with transfers during the day, according to the transfer 
type. To do this, trips are grouped by hours and are counted by transfer type. Because the hour of 
a MM transfer is unknow, the trip hour is defined by the hour of the first transaction of the trip. A 
trip with several transfer types will be counted once in each category. Conversely, a trip with no 
transfer (direct trip) is counted in the ‘no transfer’ category.  
Note. A trip with several transfer types is counted several times, therefore the sum in the proportion 
of trips is more than one (on average 132%). 

 

Figure 3. Proportion of trips according to the time of the day, the type of day and the 
transfer type 
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The transfer distributions are dependent on the transfer types. During the night, most of the transit 
trips are direct (without any transfer) and some others are with a BB transfer. This is due to longer 
bus intervals and metro closing time. Indeed, in Montreal, there is no metro circulation between 
1:00 a.m. and 5:30 a.m. on weekdays and between 1:30 a.m. and 5:30 a.m. on Saturday night.  

The morning peak (from 5 a.m. to 9 a.m. [29]) is characterized by an increase of the share of trips 
including a metro transfer. Conversely, the proportion of direct trips and trips with BB transfer is 
decreasing. This may be because during this time, half of transit trips are for work purposes 
(according to [30]) and are consequently subject to time constraints. After the morning peak, 
proportion of trips with a BB transfer stays low. This may be due to the fact that buses are slower 
than metro and provide less capacity [31].  

On weekdays, the share of direct trips and trips with a metro transfer (MM, MB and BM) is higher 
than the share of trips with a BB transfer. However, proportions of trips with a BM transfer are 
decreasing all day long. One possible explanation is the bus frequency reduction during the day 
[31]. Because passengers have to wait more for a bus, they favor the metro. The afternoon peak 
(from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. [29]) is also visible even if the variations are lower than in the morning 
peak. It is noticed by a decrease of direct trips and trips with a BB transfer, and an increase of trips 
with MB and MM transfers. The lower variations can be explained by a longer afternoon peak and 
because passengers are less constraint on schedule.  

On weekends, the distribution trend is the same as on weekdays but with fewer variations and a 
less pronounced morning peak. Moreover, the morning peak appears to be later, and the afternoon 
peak is less noticeable. After the morning peak, there are more direct trips.  

In conclusion, Figure 3 highlights that constrained trips (trips that are constrained by time, often 
in peak periods) increase the proportion of trips with a metro transfer while trips outside the peak 
period (probably trips with less obligation or no time constraint) increase the proportion of direct 
trips. The low proportion of BB transfers can indicate that passengers prefer connecting with metro 
than a bus, which is consistent with a study by Iseki and Taylor [9] and Garcia-Martinez and al. 
[32].  

User Behavior During the Year 
The previous section shows that the transfer distribution depends on the time, the day and the type. 
But users have an important role to play, too. Are they all adopting the same behaviors? Are 
passenger behaviors constant during the year?  

To answer these questions, a card dataset is created with this information: month, card number, 
trips count for this card this month, portion of trips with no transfer, portion of trips with BB, BM, 
MB and MM transfers. Segmentation is then made on this dataset to cluster typical behaviors 
together.  

The segmentation is made with the k-means method, that is often used in transportation for its 
efficiency and its capability to create groups with no particular form. Only the proportions of trips 
are needed, so the Euclidian distance can be used with no need to normalize the data. A first k-
means is made with 25 groups to obtain centers. Then a dendrogram applied to these centers shows 
that the data can be separated into 5 meaningful clusters. Because sometimes there is no transaction 
on a card during a month, some cards are not included in the segmentation. Another cluster is thus 
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added manually (cluster 0), composed of these cards. Table 1 presents the centers of the six 
clusters. 

Table 1. K-means cluster centers 

 

Looking at Table 1, it is visible that the six clusters express various passengers’ behavior: 
Cluster 0: People who have a card but don’t use public transit in a month. Most of all the 
observations (26.66%) are in this cluster.  
Cluster 1: Passengers that make direct trips (38.80% of their trips) but often have recourse to trips 
with transfers. Most of the trips’ transfers are between a bus and a metro (in the two ways), or 
between two metro.  
Cluster 2: Passengers that make direct trips as often as possible (72.36%). They avoid trips with 
transfers and when it is not possible, they use a metro connection. 
Cluster 3: Passengers that often do transfers (72.68%) namely between two buses. They do less 
connections with metro. This cluster contains less observations than the others (6.66%).  
Cluster 4: Passengers that make a transfer in most of their trips (84.53%). In this cluster, 
passengers do not do much BB and MM transfers. Their trips mostly include both bus and metro 
segments.  
Cluster 5: Passengers that almost make a transfer at each trip (87.35%). However, they rarely 
have BB transfers. They often use a BM or MB transfer but, in the majority, they have a MM 
transfer.  

Table 2. Clusters analysis with temporal attributes  

 

In addition to the transfer types attributes, Table 2 expresses that the daily use of public transit 
varies according to the clusters. There is no information for cluster 0 because it is composed of 
cards without transit. Clusters 1 and 3 seem to have the same trends as well as clusters 4 and 5. 
Cluster 2 however is a central group, with trends that approach clusters 1 and 3. The share of trips 
made during the peak period is higher for clusters 4 and 5. Trips made by clusters 1 are mostly out 
of peak. The bigger share of trips in weekdays for clusters 4 and 5 may be due to work trips. These 
observations confirm results from the previous section: the peak period leads people to use a metro 
type transfer and more direct trips are out of peak.  

To express the changes in behavior during the year, Figure 4 presents the proportion of cards in 
each cluster depending on the month. The clusters’ distribution varies during the year, which 
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means that passengers’ behavior with respect to transfer composition of their selected transit 
routes, is not constant. Furthermore, the variations of the proportions are not identical. The 
proportion is always higher in cluster 0, and the variations are larger. This cluster has a higher 
share in January, July and after November. Clusters 1, 2 and 3 show the same trends. Proportions 
in these clusters are lower in January, increase until the middle of the year (depending on the 
cluster) and finally decrease until December. Conversely, clusters 4 and 5 have a different pattern. 
Proportions increase until February and decrease to a minimum in July. Their shares increase again 
until October and decrease afterwards.  

 

Figure 4. Proportion of cards in each cluster per month 
These variations during the year bring the learning that passengers’ transit transfers patterns are 
dependent on the month. First of all, the proportions’ distribution in cluster 0 can be explained by 
the winter and summer holidays. People leave Montreal and therefore don’t use their card. 
Temperature can explain the peak in winter too. Fewer people travel when it is cold. Clusters 1, 2 
and 3 refer to passengers who are often using a bus, with or without transfer. The lower proportion 
in winter can then be explained by the meteorological conditions (as expresses by the average 
temperature for each month on Figure 4 [33]). Because of the snow and the temperature, they are 
less willing to wait or walk outside to take a bus [7]. Weather can also explain the higher proportion 
of cards in clusters 4 and 5 during winter. Passengers who don’t want to wait for a bus take metro 
and use transfers with metro. In summer, because the weather is less difficult, some people choose 
to walk and wait to take buses and use direct trips. So, patterns between clusters are reversed. 
Further research including weather data will be used to learn more about the changes in behavior 
due to this factor.  
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Another way to evaluate the behavioral changes is to count the number of clusters where a card is 
found during the year. If a passenger’s card is only in one cluster, it means that his transit transfers 
pattern doesn’t change during the year. Inversely, if a passenger’s card is in several clusters, it 
means that there are some changes in behavior during the entire year. Table 3 presents the share 
of cards that have different numbers of clusters throughout the year.  

Table 3. Proportion of cards belonging to several clusters 
Number of clusters 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Cards portion [%] 8.13 28.37 36.39 21.28 5.28 0.56 

From Table 3 it is visible that there are some passengers that are in only one cluster during the 
year. Looking into the database, it appears that most of these passengers are in clusters 4 and 5 
with respectively 35% and 34% of the cards. So, the more regular passengers are people who often 
have recourse to transfers and most of the time with a metro. In third position there is cluster 2 
with 14%. It means that there are passengers who make direct trips and don’t change route 
throughout the year. This regularity can be due to passenger preference or the absence of any other 
route choice.  

Most of the cards are in two or three clusters (65%). That means that the majority of passengers 
change their behavior during the year but not always. On the contrary, only 27% of the users do 
not have a regular behavior (more than 4 clusters in a year).   

Knowing the passengers’ transit transfers patterns is useful for planners because it brings some 
learnings about how passengers are using the network according to the period of the year. This 
information helps to adapt the offer according to passengers’ behavior. A possible improvement 
could be the implementation of a pricing system consistent with the habits (for example, for 
passengers of cluster 3, create a subscription that make only bus access possible).  

CONCLUSION 
This study has proposed a methodology to count and locate the transit transfers in a network using 
data from a SCACF system. This method leans on the transformation of a transactions database 
into a trips database by linking series of transactions together and determining the alighting stop 
of each boarding. The results show that the algorithm can estimate the number of transfers for 
97.15% of the transactions in the case study. The analysis of the share of trips with each transfer 
type expresses a link between the time of the day and the use of transfers. These changes can be 
explained by both the users’ preferences and the way the network is organized. Passengers use 
metro transfer for constrained trips and direct or BB transfers trips otherwise. To go further, a k-
means method has been applied to obtain groups of typical behavior. Six categories of passengers’ 
transfers composition were found. Some users always have recourse to a transfer, and the type 
varies within the clusters. Other users maximize the number of direct trips. Finally, regarding the 
clusters’ composition for each month, we have demonstrated that, for the majority of them, 
passengers’ transfers composition is changing over a year. Possible explanations for this change 
in behavior are the weather that makes more difficult the use of buses in winter and the holidays. 
Another explanation is that maybe passengers use other routes to go somewhere else. Looking at 
the corridors use distribution will make verifications possible. Knowing the reason for the trip can 
also be useful for further research. 
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This research brings some information on the users’ patterns during an entire year. Also, the 
presented algorithm is based on a normalized smart card database. Consequently, it can be applied 
to any other network equipped with an SCAFC system. This will allow future comparison with 
other cities in the world.  

However, this study is limited by the absence of location of the bus boarding stops. This creates a 
lack into the original database that prevents the estimation of the bus to bus transfer location and 
leads to a bias on the MB and MM transfers’ location. We are not currently able to verify whether 
or not the location is correct. In further research, will try to validate these results with the Origin-
Destination survey. Also, because transfers’ type distribution and passengers’ behavior seem to be 
linked with exogenous factors, we will add meteorological information into the database, take 
street furniture into account as well as transit service frequency.  
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